RESIDENTIAL PARKING WORKING
GROUP MEETING NINE READ‐
AHEAD MATERIALS
In preparation for Residential Parking Working Group Meeting Nine, staff have prepared responses to
the questions received at meeting eight on the following topics:




Tandem parking spaces
How staff and visitor parking is factored into parking requirements in the zoning code
The way in which the zoning code differentiates senior housing

We have also included the following information in this packet




A map of the two Metro corridors with the “crow flies” distances from Metro stations overlaid
A summary of the presentation that James Schroll and Stephen Crim made to the Ballston‐
Virginia Square Civic Association meeting on Monday, January 23rd
Text from Parking (1990) on the dimensional requirements for structured parking, which has
informed our thinking on parking reductions for small/difficult sites.
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Tandem parking spaces
During Working Group Meeting Eight, staff received the following questions:
Q: When would staff support tandem spaces as part of required parking? What percentage is
appropriate?
A: In the past, staff has supported proposals that include tandem parking in minimum parking
requirements for difficult, small sites like the Hyatt Place hotel in Courthouse and in Rosslyn. Rosslyn
Ridge/Parc Rosslyn (SP #369 approved July 10, 2004) identified tandem spaces in the staff report and
added conditions stating the tandem spaces shall be assigned to the same unit. Staff also generally
supports tandem spaces as a strategy to keep parking below ground as an urban design principle.
In some cases, staff have required there to be active management by on‐site personnel for tandem
spaces and other ways to avoid queuing in the street.
Staff has not explored an “acceptable level” or maximum for the number of tandem spaces that a
project could create.
The consulting firm, Timothy Haahs & Associates, Inc., drafted a report on managed‐parking strategies
for Arlington County. This report included a discussion of tandem parking, which the authors
recommend for single‐family homes. The authors reviewed regulations in Alexandria, Virginia; Hayward,
California; Los Angeles; Miami; Montgomery County, Maryland; New York; and Phoenix. A quick staff of
these communities’ codes indicates that only Los Angeles allows tandem spaces for multi‐family homes;
the remainder appear only to allow them for single‐family, duplex, and townhome residences. In
Arlington, staff also approve tandem spaces for townhouses (provided that they are assigned to the
same unit).
The Timothy Haahs & Associates, Inc. report also mentions tandem parking as a useful way to provide
visitor space, but that would likely require assigning visitor spaces to a unit, which could be less efficient
than a shared pool of visitor parking.
At one point, staff scoped a study in which Timothy Haahs & Associates, Inc. would provide refined
conditions under which to allow managed parking techniques like tandem parking, but it appears that
this study never took place.
On a related note, staff have allowed the use of stackers, which use mechanical lifts to park vehicles
above another vehicle in the same space.

Staff and visitor parking
Q: How do the Site Plan process and CZO handle visitor parking? Is it subject to separate minimums or
is it assumed to be rolled into the residential‐unit ratio? How do the Site Plan process and CZO handle
residential‐building‐employee parking?
A: In Arlington, parking for visitors to residential units and for building employees (such as front‐desk
and other staff) is assumed to be rolled into the total residential parking number. An exception to this is
that the MU‐VS zoning district requires “0.1 space per dwelling unit shall be provided as short‐term, high
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turnover parking” (Arlington County Zoning Ordinance, § 7.8 .5); note that this MU‐VS requirement does
not apply to building‐employee parking.
County staff may require designated visitor parking in a Site Plan development on a case‐by‐case basis,
which would then be stipulated in that project’s Site Plan conditions. Developers must submit a Parking
Management Plan as a condition of approval. If a Site Plan’s conditions stipulate visitor parking or if the
developer has chosen to build separate visitor parking, then staff will require that the Parking
Management Plan indicate which spaces are to be used for visitor parking.
To be clear, parking for ground‐floor retail visitors or employees in a mixed‐use building is accounted for
separately in the zoning code and in Site Plan conditions.

The way in which the zoning code differentiates senior housing
Q: How is senior housing differentiated in Arlington’s zoning code?
A: Arlington County’s zoning code classifies versions of what we might call “senior housing” in different
categories:
Type of Housing

Which category in the
zoning ordinance?

Independent living or
age‐restricted
communities

“Household Living”

Assisted living

Assisted living with
individual units:
“Household Living”

Assisted living facilities
without individual
dwelling units and
nursing homes: “Group
Living”

What are the parking
requirements in the
zoning ordinance?
Same as other multi‐
family (1.125 spaces per
unit for the first 200
units; 1 space per unit
thereafter)
Same as other multi‐
family (1.125 spaces per
unit for the first 200
units; 1 space per unit
thereafter)
1 space per bed as well
as 1 space for each
doctor assigned to the
facility and 1 space for
every 2 employees who
are not doctors

Is staff or visitor
parking explicitly
prescribed?
Except in MU‐VS
districts (visitor
parking separately
prescribed), no
Except in MU‐VS
districts (visitor
parking separately
prescribed), no
Yes

Some Definitions
From the Arlington Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance (Section 12.2.3).

Group Living
Characteristics: Group Living is characterized by residential occupancy of a structure by a group of
people, other than a family, typically providing communal kitchen/dining facilities and no kitchens in
individual living units. The size of the group may be larger than a family. Tenancy is typically arranged on
a monthly or longer basis.
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Examples of group living include but are not limited to assisted living facilities not having individual
dwelling units, intermediate care, boarding houses, dormitories, fraternity and sorority houses, convents,
group homes, monasteries, rooming houses, and nursing homes.

Household Living
“Characteristics: Household Living is characterized by residential occupancy of a dwelling unit by a
family. Tenancy is arranged on a month‐to‐month or longer basis. Uses where tenancy may be arranged
for a shorter period are not considered residential; they are considered a form of transient lodging (see
Retail, Service and Commercial Use Categories).
2. Examples
Examples of Household Living include one‐family detached; one‐family attached; duplexes;
semidetached; townhouses; multiple‐family buildings; retirement center multiple‐family; assisted living
facility with individual dwelling units.”
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Reference
Map for
Transit
Access
Policy
Strategy
Proposals
During the
February 6th
meeting we will
be discussing
two strategies
for
incorporating
transit access
into parking
minimums. This
map will serve
as a reference
for that
discussion.
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Summary of the January 23rd presentation to the Ballston‐
Virginia Square Civic Association
Date/Time: Monday, January 23rd, 2017, 7:00 PM
Location: American Legion Post 139, 3445 Washington Boulevard, Arlington, VA
At the December 7th, 2016 Residential Parking Working Group Open House, Ms. Nia Bagley, President of
the Ballston‐Virginia Square Civic Association requested a presentation on the project to a Civic
Association monthly meeting. James Schroll and Stephen Crim attended the meeting on January 23rd,
2017, and made a 20‐minute presentation on the project after which they took questions from
attendees.

Questions and Comments from Meeting Attendees
Participants shared the following questions and comments:









Concern that lower parking ratios would become a “bargaining chip,” and that developers would
be allowed to build less parking in exchange for a variety of community benefits, such as open
space or affordable housing. Staff responded that the policies under consideration would allow
parking reductions below the zoning standard only for clear, transportation‐related site or
development conditions; a key task for staff will be to write a clear policy‐implementation plan
so that there is little ambiguity about when reduced parking ratios would be permitted. Staff
further clarified that if a policy that allows reductions in parking ratios for affordable units were
adopted and a project were to build affordable units, the developer would only be able to build
less parking for those units, not all units.
Question about the empirical backing for the Working Group’s Principle #4, “Recognize that
increasing the supply of parking is a factor that contributes to higher demand for driving.
Therefore, higher parking requirements will result in higher car use, traffic, and environmental
impacts.” Staff responded that this is based in evidence going back at least to the 1970s when
the City of Boston negotiated a parking freeze with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as
part of a plan to bring the region into air‐quality “attainment” under the Clean Air Act. Evidence
also includes studies undertaken in such cities as Washington, D.C., Seattle, Washington, and
Madison, Wisconsin. Finally, Transport for London encourages “parking restraint” as part of
transportation demand management planning, and some developments in Australia have built
less parking than usual as part of a transportation demand management package.
Shared parking with office buildings seems like a good idea given the current glut of office space.
Parking requirements should be tailored to neighborhoods, not just applied across corridors.
Difficulty finding on‐street parking in the Virginia Square area.
After the SPRC process is done and a building is built it has been difficult to keep track of a
building’s commitments, particularly as they relate to curbside management around the building
site. One person gave the example that loading zones which the developer has promised are not
signed and enforced after construction is complete, which then leads to double‐parking
problems.
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One resident shared that when she has called non‐emergency police enforcement of RPP, there
have been long delays in response or it has appeared to her that the enforcement officer may
check the vehicle and not leave a ticket. Staff did not have the opportunity to respond that an
officer might not leave a ticket simply because they find permit materials in the vehicle that the
resident did not see. The Civic Association president asked this resident to provide dates, times,
and names, so that the president could follow up with the Civic Association’s police contact.
Are members of the Working Group Arlington residents? James Schroll shared that almost
everyone on the Working Group is an Arlington resident and that while he now lives off of
Columbia Pike, he lived in Ballston‐Virginia Square for the better part of eight years.

In addition to distributing business cards so that attendees could follow up with further questions, staff
brought small comment sheets to the meeting. Attendees were encouraged to write comments and
questions and return them before staff left the meeting. Staff received two responses. Due to a printer
error, each individual who returned a comment sheet only saw one of the two questions originally
intended for everyone to see. Those questions were:



What would you like to share about parking at new residential buildings? What else would you
like to share about parking in Arlington in General?
Are there parking strategies that we have missed?

The two responses received are presented, verbatim, below.
What would you like to share about parking at new residential buildings? What else would you like
to share about parking in Arlington in General?
I never realized how much education and planning evaluation goes in to parking. Thanks!
Also I absolutely support a lower space threshold for committed affordable housing multifamily
buildings.
Also‐distance to transit cannot be the only consideration! Just adding my voice of agreement [smiley
face].
[This person indicated that they live in a “Condominium, co‐op, or apartment.”]
Are there parking strategies that we have missed?
My concern/suggestion would be to ensure that the onus remains on the developer to demonstrate
that a parking reduction is appropriate to the particular site proposed, versus these “strategies”
becoming an entitlement or becoming prima facie evidence that a parking reduction should be
granted.
[This person indicated that he or she wished to be kept update on the project and shared his or her
contact information; for confidentiality, we are not sharing his or her contact information here.]
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